Hurricane Video

All of the following tasks must be accomplished during the next three classes:

Whole group:

- Videos must be recorded
- Find pictures to be used as the backgrounds for green screen videos

Premiere – Each student edits his/her own video clip.

- Green screen backgrounds are added
- Videos must be edited, finalized and exported using Premiere Pro.

Google Slides – Whole group

- Create slides of the things to do before, during, and after the hurricane
- Create slides of the selected vocabulary words with their definitions
- Create slides of the agencies you’ve selected (with their full names)
- Save Google slides as PNG files and copy/paste them into your “master folder”

Premiere – Whole group

- Create folder for all pictures and videos to be imported into Premiere.  
  \textit{(You need to have ONE pathway to Premiere or your images and videos won’t be in your project from one work session to the next).}
- Create a new project in Premiere
- Import finalized Premiere Pro videos into project
- Import Google Slide PNG files into project
- Drag files to the timeline in the order they are to be displayed.
- Export video as an MPEG2 file.
1) Videos for before during and after: only one person on screen at a time. Be sure to be aware of the position of the lights so they do not end up in the video. Each video should be a separate clip. You will have a “Before”, “During”, and “After” video. Each video should have its own background.

2) Open Premiere Pro

3) Go to “File” and select “Import”

4) Import the “Before” video files to project.

5) Drag the video to the right for sequence. Put the video on V2 line.

6) Import picture file for background

7) Drag files to the right for sequence. Videos must be ABOVE the pictures for green screen effect. (put video on V2 line and picture on V1 line)

8) In the sequence window on the bottom right, drag the right end of the picture file until it matches up with the right end of the video file. Both files need to be the same length.

9) Highlight video and select “Video effects” and “Key” and “Ultra Key” (lower left hand corner)

10) In the upper left hand corner, select “Effects” then “Video effects” then “Ultra Key”.

11) Select “Aggressive”

- Click on the eye dropper and then select a section of the green screen that has uniform color. Click the eye dropper here.
- To resize the background picture, highlight the picture and then select Video effects and “Motion” to resize.

To finish, export the video as an MPEG2. Be sure to export it to a folder in your network (number) drive.

After you finish your video, place a copy in the shared drive for your partners.